
WARNING:Risk of fire or electric shock. Disconnect power to existing luminaire at breaker box. 
Luminaires wiring, ballasts, or other electrical parts may be damaged when drilling for installation of the reflector kit 
hardware. Check for enclosed wiring and components. Do not alter, relocate, or remove wiring, lampholders, ballasts, 
or any other electrical components. Install this kit only in luminaires that has the construction features and 
dimensions shown in the photographs and/or drawings. To prevent wired damage, do not expose wiring to edge of 
sheet metal or other sharp objects. The Can Converter is not intended for installation on listed recessed incandescent 
luminaires installed on incline ceiling. Mount only on listed new construction cans with bar hangers. DO NOT install 
on t-bar suspended ceilings. 50lb. load rating for luminaires. Not intended for luminaires greater than 50lbs. 
Reflector kit requires knowledge of lighting luminaires electrical system. If not qualified, do not attempt installation. 
Contact a qualified electrician. 

          IMPORTANT: Verify proper can installation, bar hangers must be resting on ceiling (see picture below). 

INSTALLATION: 

STEP 1.  Verify contents of kit. 

STEP 2.  Install on new construction cans with bar hangers 
              only. Not intended for remodel cans. Verified
              adaptability of can manufacture and model
              number using can manufacters chart. 

STEP 3.  Preassemble light fixture for final assembly and 
               set aside.

STEP 4.  Remove light bulb and light trim from can light.

STEP 5.  loosen wingnut and raise light socket as high as possible 
              (SEE FIGURE 1). Some cans may not have this configuration,
              they might have a fixed light socket that has no adjustment 
              or one that is attached to the can trim, in this case just set 
              light socket aside.

STEP 6.  Insert power outlet adapter ( A ) into light socket
               (SEE FIGURE 2)

STEP 7.  Remove mounting bar ( E ) from mounting bracket assembly
              ( C ). If can light housing has sheet metal screws in the location 
              of the bracket shoe ( D ), position the mounting bracket 
              assembly ( C ) into the can ( using the slots and groves to fit ) 
              and remove the one sheet metal screw that will not allow
              mounting bracket assembly ( C ) to fit. 

STEP 8.  Install mounting bracket assembly ( C ) into can housing
              ( SEE FIGURE 3 ), aligning the slot on the bracket shoe ( D )
              with the removed sheet metal screw hole. Using wrench 
              supplied with kit expand bracket shoes by turning hex 
              adjuster nut ( B ) until bracket shoes ( D ) are snug against 
              inside wall of can housing.  
 
STEP 9.  Locate the hole ( in the can ) through the slot on the bracket 
              shoe ( D ) and Install one self tapping sheet metal screw ( F ) 
              ( SEE FIGURE 4 ). Install the other self tapping sheet metal 
              screw ( F ) into the small hole on the other bracket shoe ( D )
              using a power drill with a Phillips bit ( SEE FIGURE 5 ). 
               NOTE: If the can light dosen’t have any sheet metal screws 
              in this location, install both sheet metal screws ( F ) into both
              small holes on the bracket shoes ( D ). 
                
STEP 10.  Install the Mounting bar ( E ) onto the mounting bracket 
                 assembly ( C ) ( SEE FIGURE 5 ).

STEP 11.  Install the light fixture
                 using light manufactures 
                 instructions
                 ( SEE FIGURE 6 ). 
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